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Some Hittite Etymologies
The following abbreviations in the preaent article may be unfamiliar to the
reader: AOF = Archiv fur OrimtfmcJvung (Berlin, 1926ff.); E. Benveniste,
H I E = E. B., Hittite et indo-europden (Paris,1962); E. Boisacq, DELO =
E. B.,&tiormaire &ymologiqwde lalangue grecqw* (Paris, 1938);J. Friedrich,
HW = J. F., Bethitiaches Worterbwh (Heidelberg, 1952-4), E = Erg&zuwahefte (1957, 1961); H. Kronasser, EBS = H. K., Etymologie der Bethitkchen
Sprmhe (Wiesbaden, 1962ff. ; Lieferungen 1-2, pp. 1-224 only); E. H. St u r t e v a n t , 3 G 8 = E. H. St., A Comparative Gh-anvmar of $he Hittite Language* (New
Haven, 1961); E. H. Sturtevant, m L == E. E. St., Indo-Bittite Laryngeak
(Baltimore, 1942); R.Trautmann, BSW = R.T., Baltisch-Slavisches W6rterbuck (Gottingen, 1923).
1. The bird ardaSHIIsEs in KUB 34.65.1.i1should be connected with ON
arta ,tealb,Lat. ardea ,heron4,6p(p8di; ,heronG,Serb. r6da ,stork'. Teal, heron,
to be some
and stork are water birds, and one can expect Hitt. arddS^^^
kind of water bird as well.
2, Hitt. arwanalli-, a bird, may be analyzed as m a -a- -a&- or as
arwa- -nalli-. If the reading of arwa- in a m m l l i is entirely correct, then
the stem arwa- probably represents the Hitt. adj. a r a w i ,freec2.
3. Hitt. JMppar ,price, business transaction' has already been tentatively
connected with Lat. opus ,workb8as well as with Lat. o p , opis ,possessions,
fortuned4.But neither of these suggestions tallies with the morphological
structure of Hitt. &ppar. Rather, & p a r could be a cognate of Lat. aver,
apri ,wild boar', Umbrian ace. pi. q r v f ,pigsb,Goth. abrs ,strong, violentb,
from IH *@%pr- beside *@epr-, as in OHG ebur, 0 E eofor, OCS veprb, all
,wild boarG6.The semantic change from ,boar6to ,price, business transaction' in Hitt. &ppar would have to be explained on a basis similar to the
change from ,livestockcto ,moneycin Goth. faihu ,property, moneyc.How-

+

+

+

Cf. H. 0t t en, Hethitkche TotenrituaIe 69 fn. 2 (Berlin, 1958).
G. Neumann (ap. Friedrich, BWE 1.2) compares Hitt. a r d with
Lith, arrow ,freeG.
a E. Sapir, Lg. 14.109. Objections by E. H. Sturtevant, Lg. 14.109;
Sturtevant called happar a r/n-stem, but the gen. sg. happara&shows it to be a
1
2

r-stem.
* A. Goetze, Lg 30.403.
5 IE equation in Pokorny , IEW 323.33. Kent, Lg. 2.185, characterizes Lat.
aver with a- by analogy of the -a-in Lat. caper 'he-goat', which would now be no
longer necessary. Even if the equation reflected an IH * B e e p - beside *]Seep-,
the resulting alternation afe in Indo-Europeanwould not be altogether uncommon (cf. F. Specht, Ursprung 204 fn. 1). OCS veprb, with prothetic v- through
some analogy, see Kent, Lg. 2.185.
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ever, the domestication of the swine cannot be located in the Proto-IE
period; the domestication of this animal is considerably later. The Hittites,
possibly, only became familiar with its domestication upon their arrival in
Asia Minor, and then could have used the reflex of IH *H%pr- as meaning
,domesticated boar'. Pig breeding was widespread during the period of
Hittite Anatolia; the Kaskan tribesmen in northern Anatolia are said to
have subsisted mainly on swineherding6.
Derivatives of Hitt. happar are &p'paraizzi ,trades, sells6' and possibly
happiras ,town, city', properly ,market-placeG8.
Of particular interest is the
latter, which probably referred originally to ,swine market*or ,community
of swineherdersG,unless the meaning ,price, business transactiont of @vpar
was already firmly established before the formation of JMppircis.
4. Hitt. $.atto-,to slitc*has its cognate in Arm. hat ,cutG,with another
instance where an Arm. h corresponds to an Anatolian A. Some scholars in
the past considered whether Arm. h should be interpreted as the reflex of
some Proto-IH laryngeals. In a few instances, such a laryngeal is actually
attested in Hittitelo: Hitt. &md
: Arm. ha% ,grandmother6;Hitt. h r a k z i
,is (being) destroyed' : Arm. harkanel ,to hit, killc,arkanel ,to throw'; Luw.
&mi-,sheepc : Arm. hov-iw ,shepherd6;Hitt. hinikzi ,fixes, fastens, determines' : Arm. hang- ,to rest', a d - ,to fall*11; Hitt,
: Arm, haw,
gen. sg. hawu ,grandfatherG;Hitt. paJi&r : Arm. hw, gen. sg. hroy ,fireC1a.
However, for most of the h's in Armenian the Anatolian evidence is either
lacking or not yet forthcoming. Moreover, it must be assumed that h in Armenian could expand far beyond its etymological domainls. Yet, it should

@w

1

A. Goetze, Kleinasie'w' 178f.

E. H. Sturtevant, fffP124.
Hitt. fiappiraS < *&appariraS, H. Kronasser, EH8 186. Of. also
*happ-a/iÃˆÃ‘riyaSeSS 'population of a town', Sturtevant, HG2 67 and fn.1.
8 The meaning 'slit' has been established by A. Goet ze, J A O S 74.189.
10 E.H.Sturtevant, JE-L29f.;W.M.Austin,Lgl8.22-5;of.A.Martinet,
Phonefim 1.24f.
11 Cf. the unrelated group of Hitt. ganki 'hangs', Goth. hahan,English fwng.
12 A. Jerejian, Word 9.147, interprets the h in Arm. hur 'fire' (gen. sg. hroy)
as the reflex of IE p, as in itup. Yet, it seems more probable that the h reflects the
&& of Hitt. pa&&ur,IH *pegtor;this laryngeal was eliminated in TOP. Possibly,
after a more extensive investigation, the theory according to which Arm. A
sometimes reflects IE p could be abandoned, and a new hypothesis established:
Initial p was lost under certain conditions through some effect of a contiguous
laryngeal. The postulated effect of a laryngeal upon the preceding consonant p
in Armenian would have been facilitated by the zero-gradeof the vowel between
p and h: e. g. IH *pe,Hwr > * p H w > Arm. hw.In some instances, initial p was
lost in Armenian when contiguous to some other consonant: Arm. t'ir 'flight (of
a bird)': Hitt. pittar 'wing (of a bird)', etc. No one would wish to see in Ann. t the
reflex of IE p.
13 A. Jerejian, Word9.146-51; cf. A. Martinet, Phonetics 1.24f.
7

8

,
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be noted that neither the evidence in favor of, nor the evidence against the
interpreting of Arm. A as the reflex of IH laryngeals is conclusive.
Another interesting feature of Olassical Armenian is the A/zero alternation. A. Jerejian has conclusively shown that some forms with A-, when
opposed to Mess forms, are characterized by an additional semantic feature: e. g. arkanel ,to throw' : harkanel ,to hit, kill'14. This phenomenon is
not entirely absent in Hittite: zero seems to alternate with & in Hitt. a n n d
,mother4 : h a n d ,grandmotherc,cw1c- ,to out off; cut up' : Jwrk- ,to be destroyed, be lost'. If Arm. h were to be identified as the reflex of IH laryngeals, it would be necessary to explore to what extent a similar alternation
ff/zero was of relevance in Indo-Hittite. After having established the principles of such alternations, one might look forward to a more satisfactory
explanation of the IE ablaut and the Hitt. alternation a/e.
5. A notable correspondence may be indicated for Hittite and BaltoSlavic: Hitt. kammard ,smoke ( ?), cloud ( ?); swarm of beesL1b : OOS
Jcomare ,mosquito', RIMS.M r , gen. sg. komard ,mosquito', Serb. h a r ,
gen. sg. kamdra ,mosquitoc,Lett. kamine ,bumblebee, bee', OPrms. camus
,bumblebeec, Lith. kamane ,bee', kamtni ,wild bee'l6. The comparison
Slavic-Baltic-Hittite implies a contiguity of mosquito with bee as insects,
and of the single insect with a body of insects. Possibly, this comparison
can enable us to conjecture the extent to which Hitt. kammaraS is polyvalent. The ,smoke { ? ), cloud ( ? )' of kammaraS is the suggested translation
of KUB 17.10.1.5: m u - u t - t a - a 4 hm-ma-ra-a-aS a - B AT @-ir tub-&u-iS
I@-BA!l,(dust-)clouds
'
( ? ) beset the -windows, smoke ( ? ) beset the house' ;
and KUB 17.10.4.21: ^la-ut-ta-i Jcam-ma-ra-cistar-na-a8 fi-ir tu&-&u-iStarna-cis ,the (dust-)cloud ( ? ) left the windows, the smoke ( ? ) left the house'.
Since tuhbwl'S has to be now translated as
we should now find
for leammard an interpretation which would account for the functional
opposition of kammarcis : tuh&WlS;,smokecand ,smoke6are obviously interchangeable; ,(dust-)cloud' and ,smoke6,among other things, line up different levels of observation. It is unwarranted to assume that the Hitt. author
would notice dust-clouds a t windows which did not in the least resemble
our modern glass-windows, and would overlook the swarms of mosquitoes
which must have already haunted the daily scenery of Hittite Anatolia.
If, to the contrary, we assume that a t this stage of civilization windows
were to some extent adapted to the climatic and other conditions existing
in Anatoh and resembled a mosquito net (or screen) more closely, then
the obvious thing to notice a t the windows would be the mosquitoes. KUB

Word 9.146-51.
KIJB 17.10.1.5,4.21; Hittite Code $91.
16 The Balto-Slav. equation may be found in R. Trautmann, B8W 115f. Cf.
also 111 fn. 301, below.
17 J. Friedrich, ffWi7 2.28.
14
15
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17.10.1.5 and 4.21 can now be tentatively translated as: ,swarms (of insects)
beset the windows, smoke beset the house'; and: ,the swarms left the windows, the smoke left the house'18.
6. Hitt. marSanctSSiS, an oracle bird, may be analyzed as d a - + -Ãˆ +
-dSSi-. The stem rnada- probably represents the Hitt. adj. marSdS ,bad,
corrupt '.
7. Another Hitt,-Slav. correspondence is per&, a kind of bird, partawar,
,wingG(or ,bird's nest'?) : 0 0 8 pero ,feather, wing', pafy
inst. -unit
,fly6,pery ,fly up', perm& ,winged'19; cf. Skt. par,wing', OHG farm
,fern6.The relationship of *per- to *pert- is analogous to that which prevails between *ker- ,cut' and *kerf- ,cut off'.
8. H. Kronasser 's comparison of Hitt. p k k - ,to be hated' with cpe4yd0
is objectionable, mainly for phonological reasons: Hitt. -kk- cannot reflect
an IE voiced velar or palatal stop. Kronasser21 seems to frequently
question the generality of S t ur t e v a n t 's discovery ,that Hittite made a
distinction between voiced and voiceless stops and other phonemes by writing the latter double where the cuneiform syllabary makes this possibleL22.
Yet, Kronasser's most ,,eindeutigec'instances may all be interpreted in a
way which reconciles their consonantism with Sturtevant's general theory%.
Hitt. putek- is no exception to this, since it may be compared more readily
with Goth. fa& ,foxc (literally ,the hated onec),OHG fuhs ,foxc, ON fox
,fraud, deception, deceit', etc.
9. Hitt. iai- ,to press down, crush; set; shoot, thrust in (a weapon), sting
(of a bee)' corresponds formally to the IE *sdi- ,to wound, hurt, injure;
pain, illness' as reconstructed by J. Pokorny2*. IE *st%- was retained, in
the IE languages mainly through derivatives. The E t t . evidence compels
us to posit I H *aeHay- as a verbal stem.
10. The etymology of Hitt. *Jan&- in ^dsS~,-SJanni,horseman, equerry'
has become a controversial issue26. Whatever the IE cognate of * h n i may be, there is the Luw. verb 8anna(i)- ,to tend, take care of'28 which
appears to be a denominative formed from a Luw. or Hitt. *Sanni-27. OonHitt, kammara; is probably collective; thus, nom. sg. kammara; 'swarms'.
The relationship Hitt. partawar: OCS par& was already put forward by A.
Goetze, Lg. 30.403.
18

19

2
21

AOF 16.317-9.
EHS 14. 22 H0226.

23 mekkiS: Sturtevant, HOa 30 and fn. 4; <ugga, ammwga, etc.: Sturtevant, B G 228,103; akkalaS, aggalaS: E. Benveniste, H I E 107f.
M I.EW 877; cf. R. Trautmann, BSW 261.
25 H. Kronasser ,EH8 143f., gives a brief account of this controversy.
26 Of. hHitt. sunuwas 'kind; kindness, benevolence' ?
27 The relationship 8anna(i)- : *Saw& is analogous to arSa(i}- 'to plant (a
field)' : arSiS 'field'; kutru'wa(<)-'to provide witness' : kutru(wa)S 'one who
provides witness'; parkuwa(i)- 'to be pure' :parkwiu 'pure'; v w r a ( i ) -'to help' :
wart$ 'help', wbÂ¥arri'helpful'; etc. Cf. E. H. Sturtevant, Eff2124.
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sequently, *8anni- should be interpreted as ,one who tends', e. g. ,one who
tends (takes care of) horses' in &a-&and
11. Hitt. dammarad, some kind of menial connected with a temple, has
to be compared with Serb. (dial.) dbmar, gen. sg. d m &
,steward, janitor;
(pi.) domestic servants', 8ctpap (gen. sg. S&papmc, ,housewife, ~pouse'~8.
The
first element in this equation reflects IE *dem- ,house, dwelling place' which
is unattested for the Anatolian languages2$. The second element in Hitt.
damm-ard : Serb. dbm-w is reminiscent of Hitt. ^ a d (^^a
,compad)
nion, associateca0.
University of Alberta
Box 624
Edmonton, Canada

Henri W i t t m a n n

E. Boisac q , DJSLO 166, gives the literal meaning of Mpap as 'qui acbninistre la rnakon'.
89 Another derivative of *&em- is Lat. do&
'tame, subdue', Goth. gcftamjan
'to tame', etc.: Hitt. damaSzi 'oppresses, shuts in' (E. H. Sturtevants, Lg.
8.llQf., f f 0 261). The pejorative qualities attached to both dammaraS and
d a d z i could account for the loss in Hittite of what has been preserved in
Indo-European as *dern-. Cf. also A. Goetze, Lg. 30.357 fn 63, who connects
the name of the goddess DamnaS5ard with dammaw.
30 Of course, Hitt. dammard : Serb. d
k strangely calls to mind Hit$.
icammard : Serb. kbmar [6].However, Hitt. JeamnwraS :Serb. kOmar seems to be
opaque; if any transparency were to be detected at all, then the first element
would be reminiscent of Rum. k m 'ball, lump, clod' and the second of Hitt.
a&-1 'to rise, arise, fly (up)'.
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